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Abstract: Mass media has dominant position in sizing up opinion. The use of language in mass media often has errors such as in writing relating to the rule of imla’ (dictation) writing and others, which raise misunderstanding in meaning. Besides, the process of adaptation and adoption of modern terms into arabic are done in the absence of arabic word forming rules. The mass media based arabic learning especially in Arabic newspaper still remain interesting theme to be discussed. The Language keep developing in the line with the demands of human needs. This paper is presented in order to explain the language of Arabic newspapers in learning Arabic. By getting the data of mass media growth, we understand, how much the newspaper influences the patterns of thought, attitudes and speech in society.
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1 Introduction

Newspaper is one of mass media which is used to convey a thought. Writing in newspaper should consider the direction of writing words or morphemes, to avoid the mistakes in typing. Although languages in the newspaper can be understood by the public, there are still many mistakes which are found in Arabic newspaper, either in terms of morphology, syntax, or semantics. Learning Language as well as Arabic relates to vocabularies, either the original or the adopted from other languages. Teachers are required to master the vocabularies adopted into Arabic and they are widely used in various mass media, whether they remain consistent with the original Arabic terms, or become the means to facilitate teaching and learning in the classroom. From the study conducted by Thu'aimah in one of teaching institution for non-speakers of Arabic language Arabic in Makkah Al Mukarramah, He found a disquietude that the Arabic users will get the great difficulties in using adopted vocabulary, because they have the diversity of citizens background or come from a variety of different first languages, their difficulties relate to understanding of the intercessor language (لغة وسطية) in teaching [1]

Teaching and learning Arabic will keep developing and need new innovations in facing ma'rokat musthola at war terminology. It still become question whether arabic still maintain its authenticity or it will be defeated by other existing languages in popularizing the new terms. mass media based arabic Teaching and learning especially newspaper become still interesting theme to be discussed, because socialization of new terms or vocabularies is popular via this mass media. This paper is going to present how the position of newspaper language in language learning. By having the development data of the Arabic mass media, we find that
how big the newspaper has influenced the mindset, attitude patterns, and patterns of action of our society. With the principle of learning from something “bad”, the Arabic newspaper can be used as an alternative teaching material for teachers and students in learning Arabic.

2 Mass Media and Characteristics

2.1 Definition of Mass Media

Mass Media is a tool used in delivering messages from sources to the public (recipients) by using mechanical communication tools such as newspapers, films, radio and television.[2] Mass media is a tool used in the process of delivering printed and electronic information, both in written and oral form. The examples of printed media are newspapers, magazines, newspapers, bulletins, leaflets, brochures, etc, meanwhile, the electronic mass media are radio, television, etc. The mass media contains information or news in which everyone has the right to read and know. In the mass media the involvement of language is absolute. From time to time the language is always changing or experiencing the development. The language development is also influenced the mass media itself and related language development is influenced by the mass media itself and other related elements, such as journalists, journalism, and others which are going to be discussed next.

2.2 Characteristics of the mass media

According to Hafied Cangara in his book "Introduction to Communication Science", the characteristics of the mass media are as follows: [2]

a. Being institutionalized, the media management involve many people from collecting, managing to presenting the information.
b. One-way communication. The communication is less possible for dialogue between the sender and receiver. If there is a reaction or feedback, it usually needs time and is delayed.
c. Being widespread and simultaneous. There is No. boundary of time and distance, because it has speed which moves broadly and simultaneously and the information conveyed is received by many people at the same time.
d. Using technical and mechanical equipment, such as radio, television, newspapers, and the similar ones.
e. Being open. The information can be accepted by anyone and anywhere without considering age, gender, and ethnic.

Then, Chaer and Agustina state that there are several characteristics of journalistic languages. They are simple, communicative, and concise. Simple mean, it is understood easily; communicative means, journalism must deliver the right information; and concise, because of space limitations (in print media) and time limitations (in electronic media) [3]

2.3 Language errors in the language of Mass Media

The language of the mass media or the language of journalism is the language used by journalists in writing their works in the mass media. Their writing also has different characters based on the types. The language used to write investigative reports is certainly more accurate than to those used in features one. There is also a style that is unique to write for peace journalism, as well as headlines.
Because of the various limitations that newspapers have (space, time), the language of journalism has the unique characteristics, namely short, compact, simple, smooth, clear, straightforward, and attractive. The vocabulary used in journalistic language follows the development of language in society.

Newspapers are consumed by all levels of community that have different knowledge. The language of journalism must be understood at a minimum intellectual level. Because of the condition that not all people have a time to read the newspaper, so the priority of journalism language is to convey all information to the reader in short time by using the power of communication.

Analyzing of language used by journalists, many errors are found either in in grammatical, diction, or orthographic aspects. In the linguistic aspects, the highest mistakes made by journalists are in grammatical aspects and the lowest mistakes are in orthographic aspects. Based on the type of news, sports has the highest frequency of errors and the lowest ones are in criminal.

There are two factors that cause the journalists do language mistakes in their writing in newspaper. First the inside factors of journalist, they are: the low vocabulary mastery, the limited linguistic knowledge, less responsible in using language, forgetful habits and poor education. Meanwhile the outside factors are the limited writing time, length of work, the number of manuscripts corrected, and unavailability of language editors in newspapers.

There are some common language deviations in the mass media:

a. Morphological deviations. This deviation is often found in newspaper headlines using active sentences, namely the use of verbs. There is an unstandardized affixation removal for the verb. We often find news headlines such as; Polisi tembak mati 5 perampok nasabah bank. Israel tembak pesawat mata-mata, and Amerika bom lagi Baghdad.

b. Syntactic errors. Mistakes are in the form of incorrect use of grammar or sentence structure that often confuse understanding. This is due to poor logic. Example: Many Kasongan Handicrafts are Exported to the United States. The Title should be “Many Handicrafts of Kasongan Village are Exported to America. Similar cases are often found in both local and national newspapers.

c. Vocabulary errors. This mistake occur in the case of politeness (euphemism) or minimize the adverse effects of reporting. Example: The kidnap of Students by the Special Forces is a Bitter Pill for ABRI. The word bitter pill should be replaced by evil. In the Dayak-Madura conflict, it is clear that the perpetrators are Dayak and Madura, but journalists do not designate the two ethnic groups explicitly. Even in the era of the Soeharto regime a lot of vocabulary exposed was a pressing vocabulary such as GPK, subversive, intellectual actors, left and right extreme, frustrated group, anti-development group, etc. Even in the reformation era, the tendency of using bias vocabulary still occur.

d. Spelling mistakes. This error is often found in the newspaper. It also occur in writing the words, such as: Jumat is written Jum’at, khawatir : hawatir, jadwal : jadual, sinkron-singkron, antarkota : antar kota , etc.

e. Hyphenation error. The hyphenation of words still rely on the computer program that use English syllabification system which is different to Indonesian. It is suggeted to set into the Indonesian syllabification program in computer.

To avoid the mistakes above, editing of the writing materials are needed either grammar, diction or spelling. A good journalistic language are reflected in their ability to write good paragraphs. Writing the good paragraphs need the requirements how to write good sentences. Then, good paragraphs not only complete development but also show unity in content. Paragraphs become meaningless because of the insertions of supporting ideas that do
not relate to the main idea. [4]. These errors are often occur in the language of Indonesian media, but some of them also exist in language of Arabic media.

Technology has spread to various aspects of human life, but as if it does not influent Arabic language. There is impression that it is unable to respond on the development technology which always goes hand in hand with the progress achieved by human. The science and technology is impartial to Arabic and its speakers, and make them left behind.

Then, one quirky phrase which humiliate arabic language accure among the people. It describes arabic as language which has no commitment for the development of the human. simply, Arabic language is not regarded as the language of intelectuals in this era, because of its limitation relate to tranforming of hundreds of knowledge needed in the future. [5]

However, from the history, we found that the “Fusii” (standard) Arabic language has ever got the great development. Linguistic and nahwu studies indicate the greatness of this language and its characteristics show the flexibility and the ability to respond the novelty in language, like the standard language of the Qur'an. The basic characteristics that exist in various forms of derivation, naht, ibdal, majaz, the ability to adopt and ta'rib which finally makes Arabic able to respond to a new phenomenon in the world of language. The freedom in terms of meaning that has no limits. In this case, Abul Fath Usman Ibn Jinni give the example in form of qiyas, “Whatever is used as qiyas in Arabic expressions, it is from Arabic, and you have never heard it before as well as other people. Isim fa'il and maf'ul isim forms are often used, but you hear other people and make qiyas in other forms ” [6]

Newspaper is one of the mass media that uses written language as its medium. Through the newspaper, the public can get current and actual information relate to events in a community, local, national, or foreign. However, by having the fact, can we say that the languages of the newspaper today have been good? The answer is “No.”. There are many mistakes in the language of the newspaper, both in terms of morphology and syntax. Morphological errors are errors in the form of grammatical word formation processes, elements and types of word. While syntax errors relate to errors in the components of the sentence and its formation process. Therefore, this is very interesting to be analyzed. Although principally, we have to know that the language of newspapers is served to be consumed by the all level of community. Consequently, it has to cover all people who consume it.

3 The Role Of Mass Media In Language Development

The role of the mass media especially written media needs to be increased. As we know, the journalist’s work/writing becomes a model for language users. The worry of Rosihan Anwar [7] who said. “journalists is the agent of language destroyers” can be avoided.

The role of the mass media is undeniable that the mass media contribute to language development. New words and terms, both originating from regional languages and foreign languages, are generally used earlier by the mass media. We do not reject that the mass media have advantages. Besides it has a large number of readers, the media has a large influence among the public. Therefore, the mass media is one of the important partners in the smooth delivery and dissemination of information about languages. Next, language development among the mass media is absolutely used to counteract information that uses words and terms that violate linguistic rules. The mass media side must be encouraged to be languages foster like us. Besides, the mass media is hoped to be able to socialize the results of language fostering and development as well as become good model for the community in using Indonesian correctly
and well. This hope is very realistic because the press already has Guidelines for Writing Language in the Press. By having the current development of the press, many things need putting to be concerned, especially in language ethics. Every day, blasphemy and ridicule appear in newspaper directed at officials with various problems.

3.1 Arabic newspapers, magazines and journals in several Arab countries

There are several newspapers in the Middle East that are referred to in various needs of the community. They are:

a. Egypt
   *asy-SYURUQ*; Daily newspaper, has various topics. *al-AHRAM*; Daily newspapers contain opinions, and cultural columns

b. Iraq
   *al-JAZEERAAAA*; Iraqi daily newspaper, *ASHWAT AL-IRAQ, al-WA’YU al-ISLAMIY Magazine*

c. Saudi Arabia:

d. Bahrain
   *AKHBAR al-KHALIJ*; contain many kind of news and opinions as well as caricature; *al-WATAN*; daily newspaper, opinion and news.

e. Yemen

f. Algeria

3.2. Magazine and Arab Journals

*AL-ADAB*; newest literary and literary news, literary and cultural revival movements in the Arab world; *ARABIYYA*; The magazine is published by Saudi Arabia's ministry of culture and information; *al-MAJALLAH AL-ARABIIYAH*; Updating information on charity and civilization. *DIWAN AL-ARAB*; Pulpit of Arabic culture, thought and literature, *AL-MUSYAHID*; Arabic Political Magazine, weekly, *an-NABA*; Cover; Arab Culture and Politics Magazine, *al-MAJALLAH*; Culture and politics magazine, *DARROOB*; Cultural magazine and essays, Washington *TAQRIR*; The magazine contains news about washington for Arab countries, *KIKAH*; Cultural website about English and Arabic. *ASHWAT ASY-SYIMAL*; opinions, news, arabic news. *ADAB FANN*; Arabic literary magazines, Poetry, Stories, Cinema etc. *AL-FIKR AL HURR*; Religious, Cultural Thinking, etc. *AL-ASHR*; The magazine is intended for Muslims from the aspects of culture, politics etc. in Arabic. *an-NAQIDU*; Critical magazine Culture, politics, etc., *HIRA*; Cultural Though Scientific.

4 Mass Media Language and Its Implementation In Learning Arabic Language

Nowadays, one thing that makes the language of media is extraordinary is its position to be the language of daily communication for the public. It is considered as communicative interaction language to express the ideas and hope to the other easily. [9]

4.1 The language of mass media in learning Arabic

The great potential of the mass media cannot be denied by the world of education, especially in language education. The mass media has given nuances and linguistic atmosphere which is different from academic life. The language of media is the fact that must be respected as it is. We have been sufficient to acknowledge the role of media language and now it is the chance to have the benefit of newspaper for world of education, not only in aspect of information but also the language itself.

The language of newspapers is known as journalistic language. Parni Hadi[10] call as the language of journalism. The bad language of newspapers is a reflection of the dilapidated language of bureaucrats, because newspapers are filled by the ideas of bureaucrats. Their language is often indicated by using many acronyms, like the military which infiltrate the mass media quickly and widely. Meanwhile the language of officials has character “euphemism” which make the superficiality of meaning. Euphemism, according to Buhler's theory, is included in the appeal, which is a language that contains commands or requests addressed by the speaker to the interlocutor. Euphemism has purpose to make the other do our request or instructing [11]

The bad language of newspapers has been understood by many parties and on the other hand it becomes a legitimacy tool for journalists not to use the standard language. then, the language of the newspaper further from the standard one and create its own "community" language, with all its characteristics. Bad language in newspapers is caused by several factors. First, the source of news in the newspaper is the government official who mostly speak the language badly. This condition will reflects in newspapers language. Second, not all journalists have ability to use of standard and correct language.

4.2 Vocabulary in Arabic media

Many vocabulary are absorbed into language of Arabic media. The nature characteristics of Arabic is not closed to the emergence of new terms due to the development of new technology. This condition give a chance to rise to new terms from a foreign languages.
Mistakes in Arabic media language

There are two types of language errors in the Arabic language media, namely:
1- Language error
2- writing techniques errors

The language errors in the language media are as follows:

**Newspapers** http://www.bbc.com Accessed on 27 August 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Language Error</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Acronym form of: داعش الدولة الإسلامية في العراق والشام</td>
<td>Which means ISIS</td>
<td>Non-Arabic is difficult to understand the form of acronyms in Arabic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>في الناحية الشمالية إلى الشمال</td>
<td>Expression means to the north, the purpose of the text is to the north</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>الإعدام الاعدام</td>
<td>Writing the qat'i hamzah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>أول أول</td>
<td>Writing the qat'i hamzah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ثلاثة من ضباط الشرطة الإسلامية</td>
<td>Does not match the number of actors with numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>الإسلامية</td>
<td>Writing the qat'i hamzah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>اصيب اصيب</td>
<td>Writing the qat'i hamzah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Majallah, مجلة المجتمع** مجمالة, Access on 27 August 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Language Error</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>الخوف من الإسلام الإسلاموفوبيا</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>وفاء كروي الشكل بالله</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>الطبيعة الجغرافيا</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>حاولا حاولا</td>
<td>Not in accordance with the plural of words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Language Error</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>الفيسبوك</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>التويتر</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>الاتصالات</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>العلمية الأكاديمية</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>التلفزيونية</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>الآلية الميكانيكية</td>
<td>Loanwords from foreign languages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>الجزيرة نت</td>
<td>Foreign terms should be accompanied by foreign writing</td>
<td>Al-Jazirah.net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>المنطقة البلاد</td>
<td>Said the land connotation of a wide area or country, but from the text, it means a small regional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 The Mistakes In Language Of Arabic Media

a. The adoption and adaptation of new vocabulary relating to technology and science to arabic do not apply the standard process.
b. the writing rules relate to *imla*’ (dictation) especially mad and the choice of using alif or hamzah in *imla*’ are often ignored

c. Transliteration of non-Arabs’ names to the Arabic writing system are not compatible.
d. The use of acronym in Arabic is a new phenomenon, but without further explanation, it has potential of misunderstanding in interpreting it.
e. The mistake in the syntactic rules. The writer/journalists have no background and knowledge relate to linguistics. Besides, the purpose of journalists to write is only to meet the target.
f. The Mistakes in diction. the use of inappropriate words in text is going to rise the ambiguity of meaning.
g. Language of media often socializes the terms that are popular among their own community.

7 Conclusion

Talking about language, humans do need language in communication. Mass media is the media used to convey a thought and idea, a newspaper is one of them. The journalist who write in newspaper have to care and consider the aspect morpheme, spelling and diction to avoid the mistakes in typing and meaning.

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the language of mass media, especially newspapers, have often errors in rules of imla’ writing which impact to the meaning. Then, the process of adoption and adaptation new term into arabics run with the absence of considering the rules of arabics transliteration.

As for learning, the terms that appear in the language of the newspaper should be tried to use terms that are in accordance with the character of the Arabic language, thereby reducing the occurrence of Arabic vocabulary extinction.
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